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“Innovation is necessary in our fast moving times.” 
 
Mega Engineering Vehicle Inc., with over 30 years experience in design, engineering, prototyping and manufacturing, has grown to 
become the world leader in technology and innovation. It provides a full range of design, engineering, manufacturing and production 
solutions to meet the future demands of Transportation, Aerospace, Defense and Entertainment for corporate, private and 
government use. 
 
Mega has a long tradition of technology and innovation leadership. The company continues to expand its product line and services to 
meet emerging customer needs. Its broad range of capabilities includes creating new, more efficient members of its commercial 
Transportation and Entertainment family; integrating corporate, private and government platforms, and creating advanced 
technology solutions. 
 
With corporate offices in Huntington Beach, California, Mega and its affiliated companies now constitute one of the world's leading 
resources for high-technology systems ranging from Transportation, Entertainment, Aerospace and Defense, across the United States 
and globally. Mega represents one of the most talented and innovative workforce anywhere. Our enterprise also leverages the talents 
of hundreds of highly skilled people working for Mega’s suppliers worldwide. 
 
Mega is organized into two business units: Mega Engineering Transportation, Entertainment and Mega Engineering Aerospace and 
Defense. Supporting these units is Mega Engineering, Operations & Technology, which helps develop, acquire, apply and protect 
innovative technologies and processes. 
 
Mega had an initial charter to explore Transportation and Entertainment. Leading Engineers and Designers came to Mega, forming 
the nucleus of a staff including affiliated companies. Mega carries out the largest and most successful Electric Buses and Trucks 
program in private industry. The company has been the primary developer of Smart Truck systems. Mega and its affiliated entities 
also manufacture state-of-the-art Unmanned Ground Vehicles. Mega is engaged in Aerospace and Defense, and provides information 
technology, innovation and many other products and services for corporate, private, government and industry. 

About the Company 



!
!

ARMORED!PERSONNEL!CARRIERS!(APC)!!
United!States!Army!
US!State!Department!
Nigerian!Police!
Senegal!Police!
Mexican!Government!
Over!100!SWAT!Teams!throughout!the!USA!!

ARMORED!SUV!AND!SEDANS!!
State!Department!
Department!of!Defense!
Department!of!Homeland!Security!
American!Consulate!General!
Government!Agencies!around!the!world!
Lockheed!MarHn!
Bank!Presidents!around!the!world!
Centers!for!Disease!Control!
DynCorp!
Hughes!Network!Systems!
President!of!Peru!
President!of!Senegal!
RT!Com!Limited!
SOCOM!
TACOM!
United!NaHons,!!
(various!branches!around!the!world)!!

CASH!IN!TRANSIT!(CIT)!!
Amalgamated!Security!Services!//!West%Indies%!
Armored!Car!Services!(ACS)!//!Bahamas%!
Askar!Security!Servcies!//!Uganda%!
Banreservas!//!Dominican%Republic%!
Central!Bank!of!Iraq!
Central!Bank!of!Nigeria!
Central!Bank!of!Philippines!
Ennis!Security!//!Canada%
First!City!Monument!Bank!//!Michigan,%USA%!
Girobank!N.V.!//!Curacao%
Hemaya!//!Qatar%
Johnson!Security!Bureau,!Inc.!//!New%York,%USA%!
Keys!Armored!Express!USA!//!Florida,%USA!
LA!Federal!Armored!Services,!Inc.!//!California,%USA!
Laurent!Tesserot!//!HaiF%
Oceanic!Bank!//!Nigeria%
Securico!Co.!Ltd.!//!Japan!
Security!Armored!Car!Service!of!Hawaii!//!USA!
Shields!Business!SoluHons!//!7%countries%
Sterling!Bank!//!Nigeria%
Total!Armored!Car!Service!//!Michigan,%USA%!
VaXanac!Bank!//!Cambodia%
Transguard!//!UAE%!

PATRONS!WE’VE!PROTECTED!GLOBALLY!

HQ:!16742!Burke!Ln!HunHngton!Beach,!CA!92647!USA!!Tel:!(714)375b4300!Email:!info@megaev.com!

BALLISTIC!ARMORED!TACTICAL!TRANSPORT!
Jasper!County!Indiana!Sheriff’s!Office!(USA)!
Edmonton!Police!Department!(Canada)!
Lubbock!County!Sheriff’s!Office!(USA)!
Lawrence!Police!Department!(USA)!
Wichita!Police!Department!(USA)!
Union!County!Sheriff’s!Office!(USA)!
San!Juan!Police!Department!(USA)!
Parker!County!Sheriff’s!Office!(USA)!
Mexican!NaHonal!Police!(Mexico)!

US!GOVERNMENT!CONTRACTS!
Department!of!Defense,!Armed!Forces!(USA)!
Department!of!Homeland!Security!(USA)!
USCENTCOM!Special!Forces!(IRAQ)!
Experimental!Training!at!Camp!Peary,!VA!(USA)!
American!Consulate!General!Frankfurt!(Germany)!





!  Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state-of-the-art technologies. 

Advanced Military Vehicles 

Mega FVXX 
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!  Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state-of-the-art technologies. 

Advanced Military Vehicles 

Mega FVXXX 
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!  Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state-of-the-art technologies. 

Advanced Military Vehicles 

Mega FVXX 
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!  Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state-of-the-art technologies. 
!   Mega can also improve and customize existing vehicles to equip them with up-to-date technologies and systems. 

Military Vehicles 

Mega FMXX2 
!



!  Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state-of-the-art technologies. 
!   Mega can also improve and customize existing vehicles to equip them with up-to-date technologies and systems. 

Military Vehicles 

Mega FMVXX 
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!  Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state-of-the-art technologies. 
!   Mega can also improve and customize existing vehicles to equip them with up-to-date technologies and systems. 

Military Vehicles 

Mega FMXX1 
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!  Mega will design, develop and engineer future military 
vehicles with advanced state-of-the-art technologies. 

Military Vehicles 

Mega FMVX 
!



Mega PCXX 
  

Military Vehicles 
!



!  Mega will design and engineer military vehicles, both wheeled 
and tracked, with the most advanced technologies in the world. 

Military Vehicles 

Mega PCX1 



360-Degree Rotating Turret
1.  Counterbalanced to allow 

smooth & easy rotation 
2.  Can spin freely or lock into 

multiple positions
3.  Large diameter for ease of 

use with full gear 
4.  Ease of long gun deployment  
5.  Able to open/close with 1 arm
6.  Lid locks up full open to 

provide NIJ IV/B7 protection 
for officer

7.  Optic-ready gun port in lid
8.  Pre-engineered & pre-cut for 

optional spec rest sniper 
system 

9.  Gap protection 



BATT Internal Advantages
BATT curved wall design increases overall internal 

width at an officer’s widest & thickest point 

!



Mega PCX 

Mega PCX1  

Military Vehicles 
!



Rotating Turret Features

Designed for long gun/optic use Pre-cut long gun posts

Lots of room to move Large protective lid



Designed With Combat Medic Input
•  Offers ability to have wounded officer/civilian on 

backboard/litter system and still sit team
•  Allows medics to have room to work on wounded 

individuals in hostile/active shooter situations

YOUR SAFETY IS 
OUR #1 PRIORITY !

•  Rear platform and wide rear doors allow easier ability to 
get wounded personnel to safety of armor

•  Custom litter systems available along with ability to get 
systems off the ground for easier ability for medics to 
work on wounded officers/civilians



Mega WCX 

Military Vehicles 
!

Mega WHX 
!



Mega AMCX 

Mega TKX 
!

Military Vehicles 
!



!  Fully armored to provide a high 
level of ballistic and blast 
resistance. 

!  Equipped with a roof-escape 
hatch that can also be used as a 
turret system. 

!  Includes seating for 6 – 14 
passengers. 

 
Mega TCXX 

Mega TCX 

Personnel/Tactical Vehicles 



Exclusive Curved Body Design

�  One piece bent ½” certified ballistic steel
�  No seams
�  Improved room for fully geared officers
�  Military grade steel used in all areas

!



!  Fully armored to provide a high level of 
ballistic and blast resistance. 

!  Capable of operating in any terrain. 
!  Equipped with superior handling. 

Mega SCX 

Police/Swat Vehicles 

Mega SCX 



!  Fully armored to provide a high level of 
ballistic and blast resistance. 

!  Capable of operating in any terrain. 
!  Equipped with superior handling. 

Police/Swat Vehicles 

Mega SWX 



!  Fully armored to provide a high level of ballistic and blast resistance. 
!  Capable of operating in any terrain. 
!  Equipped with superior handling. 

Police/Swat Vehicles 

Mega PCXX 



Rear&doors&lock&open&at&90o&and&at&full&&&&

BATT Custom Rear-Door Design
�  Extra large door 

openings for ease 
of entry/exit

�  Padded headrest 
above rear doors

�  90o lock out 
extends armor; 
protects officers 
on rear step and 
platform; gives 
additional 
shooting platform 
space

Multiple Tactical Advantages



Flip-Out Running Boards  
•  Additional 6” for footing when 

deployed 
•  Folds on top of itself when not used
•  Keeps steps from extending past 

widest point of vehicle
•  Allows officers riding on rails ability 

to stand more upright 
•  Improves safety of officers and 

improves getting on and off of rails



Flip-Out Running Boards & Rear 
Platform

Extended side boards allow for 
additional tactical abilities

Permits a large team to enter/exit a 
scenario quickly and safely



!  Fully armored to provide a 
high level of ballistic and 
blast resistance. 

!  Equipped with two or more 
remote-controlled water 
cannons. 

Mega CRXX 

Mega CRX 

Crowd/Riot Control Vehicles 



!  Fully armored to provide a 
high level of ballistic and 
blast resistance. 

Crowd/Riot Control Vehicles 



!  Fully armored to provide a 
high level of ballistic and 
blast resistance. 

Crowd/Riot Control Vehicles 



!  Fully armored to provide a 
high level of ballistic and 
blast resistance. 

Crowd/Riot Control Vehicles 

Mega RCX 



Crowd/Riot Control Vehicles 

Mega BRC 



Riot Glass Package



!  Advanced protective gear for both military and government personnel. 
!  Includes bulletproof helmets and specialized gas masks. 

Mega BPH Mega UG Mega BPV 

Protective Gear 



!  Utilized in areas requiring 24-hour 
monitoring and patrolling. 

!  Reconnaissance, Surveillance and Target 
Acquisition (RSTA). 

!  Detects, tracks, identifies and reports on 
military targets. 

Mega TA 
Mega Spar X2 

Mega UGV 

Unmanned Ground Vehicles 



Surveillance Operations 
!  Special purpose SUV’s for 

security and surveillance. 
!  Detects and identifies airborne 

toxic attacks. 
!  Tracking missions and 

intelligence-gathering in 
disastrous conditions or rugged 
terrain. 

UGV Operations 
!  Collect data and relay 

information from unmanned 
ground vehicles (UGV) 
operating in the field. 

Mega MCC 

Mega MCISV 

Mobile Command Centers 

Interior 



Components are made of lightweight Advanced Composite Materials 
Advanced Composite Materials Applications 

     Drones 
!  Deployed for military/

special operations. 
!  Used in civil 

applications such as 
policing, firefighting, 
and inspection of power 
and pipe lines. 

!  Controlled 
autonomously or by 
remote control. 

  
        

      

Mega SPX 

Mega DR1 

   Space Projects 
! The International        
Space Station provides a 
platform to conduct 
scientific research. 
! Offer a long term 
environment where 
studies can be 
performed potentially 
for decades. 
!



Components are made of lightweight Advanced Composite Materials 
Advanced Composite Materials Applications 

     Drones 
!  Deployed for military/

special operations. 
!  Used in civil applications 

such as policing, 
firefighting, and inspection 
of power and pipe lines. 

!  Controlled autonomously or 
by remote control. 

      

Mega DRW 

Mega DRX 



Military Helicopter 

Advanced Composite Materials Applications 
Components are made of lightweight Advanced Composite Materials 

!  Mega offers innovative exterior and interior 
design for military aircrafts and vessels. 

!  Installation of connectivity and in-flight 
entertainment in all aircrafts and vessels. 

Military Aircraft 





The BATT is designed for both rural and urban use

BATT Abilities

Multiple packages available for our BATT family of vehicles to function in 
both extreme weather and harsh environments.



BATT V Extreme Off Road Package



Strap Hooks On BATT S AP



Long Gun Weapon Mounts

Spec Rest Sniper System 



BUILDING. GROWING. 
REVOLUTIONIZING. 

Multiple Weapon Mounts Available  
M240, M243 SAW, .50 CAL, Grenade Launchers,  etc. 



BATT-S AP In Training



HOOD ARMOR

Armor Behind 
Fenders





BUILDING. GROWING. 
REVOLUTIONIZING. 

BATT XL

Armored to B7 Levels



BATT XL



The BATT



Armoring Processes and Abilities
1.   Use&½”&AR500&and&mil&spec&steel&for&side&walls,&turret&lid,&rear&doors&&&&&&&&<&

This&depends&on&unit&and&customer&preference&

2.  &&&&Focus&on&using&minimal&pieces&to&increase&overall&protecCon&
3.  &&&&One&piece&side&walls,&floor&and&roof&&&
4.  &&&&Fully&armored&firewall&to&help&protect&against&frontal&incursions&
5.  &&&&Gap&protecCon&at&all&doors&and&turret&lid&to&help&reduce&risk&of&bullet&&&
&&&&&&&&penetraCon&and&increase&overall&protecCon&of&vehicle&
6.  &&&&Lock<out&doors&to&increase&ballisCc&coverage;&front&doors&at&full&open&&
&&&&&&&&and&45&degrees,&rear&doors&at&full&and&90&degrees&
7.  &&&&Overlap&protecCon&on&all&doors,&gun&ports,&seals,&door&handles,&locks,&&
&&&&&&&&etc.&to&help&reduce&risk&of&bullet&penetraCon&
8.  &&&&All&materials&cerCfied&by&a&reputable&third&party&(i.e.&HP&White,&Dayton&&
&&&&&&&&Labs,&etc.)&
9.  &&&&FaciliCes&and&employees&cleared&by&US&Government&and&Secret&Service&for&&
&&&&&&&&work&on&their&armored&vehicles&
10.  &&We&use&state<of<the<art&procedures&and&equipment&
11.  &&RevoluConary&BATT&&&BATT&S&AP&body&designs&do&not&require&frame&&
&&&&&&&&shortening&and&incorporate&the&full&strength&of&the&OEM&frame&and&body&
12.  &&Keeps&our&BATT&&&BATT&S&AP&structurally&stronger&than&compeCCon&&&&
&&&&&&&&reduces&risk&of&possible&failures&
13.  &&Our&BATT&armored&tacCcal&vehicles&are&tested&and&proven&with&many&&
&&&&&&&&law&enforcement&agencies&throughout&the&USA,&Canada,&Mexico,&&
&&&&&&&&Nigeria,&etc.&
14.  &&We&are&an&approved&supplier&of&our&BATT&line&of&vehicles&to&the&US&&
&&&&&&&&Military&

FLOOR&

FIREWALL&

FUEL&TANK&



Armoring Specifications 

3D ILLUSTRATIONS 



SPECIALTY BATT PACKAGES 
BATT EOD



BUILDING. GROWING. 
REVOLUTIONIZING. 

BUILDING. GROWING. 
REVOLUTIONIZING. 

SPECIALTY BATT PACKAGES 
EMT BATT



4-Door Design



Ballistic Material Test Examples

BATT glass shot twice   
by .50 Cal Ball Ammo

Testing performed by 
Dayton Laboratories at 90-
degree angle and muzzle 

velocity

TEST PASSED



Ballistic Material Test Examples

½” 46100 mil spec steel shot 3 times 
with .50 Cal Ball Ammo

¼” 46100 mil spec steel shot 5 times 
with .308 (7.62X51mm) NATO Ball Ammo

TEST PASSED



Unmatched Interior Room & Comfort
Storage & Customization

•  Padded bench seats 
and backs

•  Covered in ballistic 
nylon for rugged 
durability

•  Large auxiliary A/C and 
heat unit

•  Coupled with our 
standard insulation 
package, our truck is 
best suited for extreme 
temperatures

•  Standard bench seating offers under seat 
storage on both sides

•  Different seating and storage options 
available

Seats contain tie off loops for bungee 
cording ladders, longer tools, pole cams, 
etc.

Individual & Custom Seating 
Available



BATT Custom Front Door Design

BATT Front Doors Offer 
Multiple Functions

�  Designed to allow entry/exit from 
side passenger door

�  Extra large door openings to 
improve  entry/exit ability

�  Locked out doors allows officers 
riding on running boards added 
armor protection

�   Adds ability to extend armor to offer 
officers additional protection

�  Specifically built for use with our 
exclusive flip-up rescue seat 

90o Lockout

Additional 45o Lockout
Standard 



BATT Flip-Up Rescue Seat

•  Dramatically increases tactical and safety abilities of our BATT & BATT S AP
•  No longer are you dependent on rear door entry/exit 
•  Decreases concern with approach and departure to hostile scenarios  
•  Allows broadsiding threats and deploying team with minimal exposure to threats
•  Additional side doors are not required to achieve this benefit thus increasing ability 

to transport more officers

Automatically flips out of the way to allow for 
deployment through passenger side cabin door

Flips down when needed to be used as 
commander’s seat

Exclusive Tactical & Safety Features



Flip-Up Rescue Seat
•  Allows fully geared 

officers the ability to 
deploy out of the side 
door

•  Custom-drop steps 
built into the floor to 
aid in entry/exit

•  Can allow injured 
officer in side door 
during active shooter 
scenarios and not 
expose them and/or 
other officers to threat

•  Allows us to keep 
larger seating area in 
rear of BATT for more 
officers

•  Custom flip-out 
running boards 
improve ability to 
enter/exit



V-Mux System

1.  Allows technology integration
2.  Can incorporate back-up cameras, thermal cameras, robot’s camera, etc.
3.  Reduces number of screens needed 
4.  Reduced electrical relays for ease of maintenance & diagnosis
5.  Controls HVAC System; can set like your house for certain temperatures
6.  Controls emergency lighting systems
7.  Added features such as internal & external thermometer, compass, stopwatch, etc. 
8.  Reduces control box size to increase room between front seats for side door 

deployment
9.  Contains multiple media ports and computer inputs
10. Adaptable to EMS equipment with software enhancements



Rear Deployment Ability
Rear Double-Drop Step & Officer Platform

Integrated&drop&step&on&BATT&&&

•  Allows officers to ride safely on back of 
vehicle

•  Helps ease of entry and exit
•  Drastically reduces chance of injury 
•  Multiple officers can stand between doors
•  Doors are gap protected

Extra Large Grated Rear 
Deployment Platform 



 BATT Sniper Step System
1.  Offers multiple adjustment settings to 

accommodate different height officers
2.  Extremely stable and provides optimal 

height settings to help increase accuracy 
and tactical advantages during long gun 
deployments

3.  Optional hydraulic over electric step 
available; allows for micro elevation 
changes and more precise adjustments  

Stores flush in floor to allow quick, easy, 
and safe entry/exit from either side 

passenger door or rear doors



Sniper Step Adjustments

Flush in floor Lowest Setting

Middle height Highest setting



1.  Internal temperatures are much 
cooler in hot summer months 
and much warmer in colder 
months

2.  Offers significant noise 
reduction from external 
elements

Roof & Side Body Insulation



Additional A/C condenser installed to 
assist in cooling BATT vehicles

HVAC system Includes: Red Dot R5045 Heat & A/C 
evaporator with remote condenser and additional engine 
mounted compressor; controlled by our V-Mux System 

(can be manual or set to run off thermostat)
33,000btu Cooling & 46,000btu Heating

3 cooling fans installed in BATT units to help 
keep engine and A/C lines cooler; 2 exhaust fans 
in hood and 1 thermostat-controlled engine fan in 
front of radiator; especially beneficial in long idle 
(stand off) situations 

HVAC
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Off Road Suspension Package Dual Tires

•  Installs twin cylinder shocks custom set our BATT’s weight, balance, and dimensions
•  Increased front coil springs and and bump stops to handle more rigorous use
•  Heavier duty sway bars installed 
•  Additional custom leafs added to rear suspension
•  Lift kit to increase ground clearance and level out unit for better maneuverability, 

handling, and drivability 
•  Upgrade to larger heavy duty tires and rims
•  Different tire sizes are available



BATT V Package

•  Quad tires replace duals
•  Shocks used are custom King 2.5" 

body remote reservoir shocks which 
have an upgraded/larger shock rod to 
prevent damage from side loading 
and its custom valved to our vehicles 
weight and suspension set up 

•  Additionally, on front only, there is an 
adjustable compression dial to 
manually fine tune the vehicles ride

•  Includes upgraded bump stops
•  Includes upgraded sway bars
•  Includes lift kit



BATT V Military Off Road Package

Other Features Include, but not limited too:
•   CTIS (Central Tire Inflation System); allows  
     cabin control of air pressure in tires 
•   Spare tire and rim assembly same for front  
     and back wheel locations
•   Power assist steering added to larger front  
     axle

Double capacity 
sway bars front 
& rear; 8,000lbs 
coil springs; 
dual cylinder 
multi-adjustable 
heavy duty 
shocks

Upgrade 7,000lbs 
front axle with 
12,000lbs Dana 80 
axle for improved 
stability, 
performance, and 
ruggedness 

Planetary double 
reduction military 
hubs to provide 35% 
more torque to the 
ground and give our 
BATT unrivaled off 
road ability in harsh 
terrain

335/80R20 
military grade 
tires; 2-piece 
heavy duty 
military style 
rims; heavy duty 
run-flat tire 
inserts

Upgraded 
braking with 
double caliper 
hubs with ABS



BATT V Off Road Package Before Armoring

Dual tires removed and military grade 
singles installed



Battering Ram

1)  Ram stores on side of truck fender
2)  Two-piece system allows to be used as 

hand ram
3)  Base ram package offers multiple 

height settings
4)  Hydraulically actuated ram
5)  Length extensions
6)  Gas injection needle



Spot Lights

•  2 remote-control 
spot lights mounted 
to front corners

•  Comes with manual 
joystick in cabin and 
hand-held remotes

•  BATT pre-cut for 2 
additional spot lights 
on rear corners

•  Additional scene and 
spot lights available 
as options

Miscellaneous Available Options



BUILDING. GROWING. 
REVOLUTIONIZING. 

Miscellaneous Available Options

Skip Round Shield

Thermal/Night Vision Cameras

CBRNE Packages

Back-Up Camera Side Scene Lights Computer Stations



BUILDING. GROWING. 
REVOLUTIONIZING. 

Additional Options
2000W Power Inverter SCBA Equipment
3600W Power Inverter Electric/Hydraulic Ram
Intercom System Gas Needle Ram Attachment
Added Turret Protection Lip CARC Paint
Cupola Turret Top Two-Tone/Multi Color Paint
Additional Window Option Shore Power
V10 Gas Engine Self Sealing Fuel Tank
Engine Upgrades* Removable Commander Seat
Recon Robot (works w/Vmux) ATF Approved Day Boxes
Little Giant Ladders EOD Package/Robot Ramps
Heated Windshields Riot Control Glass Covers

This is a partial List - specific options can be quoted 
and offered at your department/agency’s request

*Engine upgrades can affect/void factory warranties 



BATT-S B6 Edition



BUILDING. GROWING. 
REVOLUTIONIZING. 

BATT-S AP



BATT-S AP

•   B7/NIJ IV Protection Level
•   Same Curved Wall as BATT
•   Ford F Series Chassis
 



Interior Photos  
B6 BATT – S



BATT PATROLLER 
 

•    Available with a B6    
     Armoring Package or  
     can be purchased as  
     non-armored 
•    400+ horse power 
•    Completely designed  
     for off road and harsh  
     terrain 
•    4-person seating  
     available 
•    Desert packages  
     available 
•    Extremely light weight,  
     fast and maneuverable  



BATT Patroller D3

Pictures Shown as Example Wounded Troop Extraction Package



Armored Prisoner Transport



Armored Presidential 
6-Door SUV



Locations: 
•  Huntington Beach, California USA(H.Q) 
•  Detroit Michigan  
•  Toronto Canada 
•  Barcelona Spain 
•  Dubai UAE 
!

Tel:  714 375 4300 
Fax: 714 848 5599 
Email: info@megaev.com 
www.megaev.com  


